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Online Seat Allotment Procedure M.Tech. ECE Admissions 2021
Online Seat Allotment Procedure for ECE:

The preferences of specialization submitted by the candidates at the time of application will be
processed and seats will be allotted in the order of merit as explained below. The allotment result will
be available on the admission portal
First Round of Seat Allotment
i) Online Provisional Allotment will be shown in the candidate's login account on IIIT-Delhi website
for the candidates who get an allotment in this round.
ii) All the candidates who get an allotment in this round will have to pay the admission fee of Rs.
1,65,334/- online, failing which his/her allotted seat will stand automatically cancelled and
candidate will not be considered for subsequent ONLINE rounds of seat allotment.
iii) Based on the number of candidates who accept the offer of admission in this round, the vacant
seats will be made available for 2nd round of seat allotment.
iv) In case, a candidate desires to continue in the specialization allotted to him/her (i.e. does not
want himself/herself to be considered for upgradation to his/her higher preference of
specialization in subsequent rounds of seat allotment), then he/she must submit a request to
IIIT-Delhi. This process will also be an online process. After the payment, the freezing option will
be enabled for the candidates who have been allotted their lower preferences. When the
candidate will click on specialization freezing option, a form will be generated there. The dead
line for freezing is same as the date of acceptance of offer for this round
Second Round of Seat Allotment
i) Who is eligible for second round? The following types of candidates are eligible
Type - I: All candidates in the merit list, who were not allotted any seats in the first round of
seat allotment.
Type - II: Candidates who were allotted a seat in the first round of seat allotment, paid their
admission fee as required and not opted for Freezing of seat.
ii) Candidates MUST visit the website: https://admissions.iiitd.ac.in/mtech/ as per important
dates for knowing the results for second round of seat allotment.
iii) Candidates who were allotted a seat in the first round of seat allotment and did not pay their
admission fee are not eligible for second round and will be out of the seat allotment process
iv) In this round, all eligible (Type - I & II as indicated above) candidates MUST visit the admission
portal, as per important dates for knowing the allotment / upgradation of seat for him/her in
this round. If an already admitted candidate has already exercised his/her option for freezing of
allotted seat in the first round, the same will not be considered for the subsequent round of
seat allotment.
v) The preference choices submitted by the candidates will be processed centrally and the results
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would be made available on the admission portal
vi) Candidates of Type – I, who get an allotment in this round will have to pay the admission fee of
Rs. 1,53,333/- online failing which his/her allotted seat will stand automatically cancelled and
candidate will not be considered for subsequent ONLINE rounds of seat allotment.
vii) Candidates of Type - II may either get a seat of his / her higher preference choice or their
previously allotted seat may remain unchanged.
viii) In case, a Type - I candidates, who have been declared as successful candidates in this round,
desires to continue in the specialization allotted to him/her at the time of admission (i.e. does
not want himself/herself to be considered for upgradation to his/her higher preference
specialization in subsequent rounds of seat allotment), then he/she must submit a request to
IIIT-Delhi. This process will also be an online process. After the payment, the freezing option will
be enabled for the candidates who have allotted their lower preferences. When the candidate
will click on specialization freezing option, a form will be generated there. The dead line for
freezing is same as the date of acceptance of offer for this round, which is defined within
important dates.
ix) Type - II candidates can also freeze their specialization if they wish to do so with the same
process mentioned at point viii above.
Third Round of Seat Allotment
Same as second round
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